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Abstract—Software defined networking (SDN) and OpenFlow
as the outcome of recent research and development efforts
provided unprecedented access into the forwarding plane of
networking elements. This is achieved by decoupling the network
control out of the forwarding devices. This separation paves
the way for a more flexible and innovative networking. While
SDN concept and OpenFlow find their ways into commercial
deployments, performance evaluation of the SDN concept and its
scalability, delay bounds, buffer sizing and similar performance
metrics are not investigated in recent researches. In spite of usage
of benchmark tools (like OFlops and Cbench), simulation studies
and very few analytical models, there is a lack of analytical
models to express the boundary condition of SDN deployment. In
this work we present a model based on network calculus theory
to describe the functionality of an SDN switch and controller.
To the best of our knowledge, this is for the first time that
network calculus framework is utilized to model the behavior
of an SDN switch in terms of delay and queue length boundaries
and the analysis of the buffer length of SDN controller and SDN
switch. The presented model can be used for network designers
and architects to get a quick view of the overall SDN network
deployment performance and buffer sizing of SDN switches and
controllers.
Keywords—Software Defined Networking (SDN), OpenFlow,
Network Calculus, Delay Bound, Buffer Sizing

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Software defined networking (SDN) (to mention a
few [1], [2], [3], [4], and [5]) is a concept, which allows
network operators to flexibly manage routers and switches
using software running on external servers. While the term
SDN can apply to many network designs with decoupled
control and data planes, OpenFlow [5] is one of the early
implementations of SDN. In OpenFlow each switch within the
network exports an interface that provides a remote controller
to manage its forwarding tables that allow mapping between
packet header fields and instructions to execute on matching
packets. OpenFlow, and SDN functionalities in general have
been studied in the recent years, however the question remains
open how to evaluate the performance of SDN and OpenFlow
deployments.
Currently, first OpenFlow implementations from hardware
vendors are being deployed in networks and a growing number
of experiments over SDN-enabled networks are expected. This
will create new challenges, as question of SDN performance

and scalability have not yet been properly investigated. Understanding the performance and limitation of the SDN concept
is a requirement for its implementation in practical applications. There are very few performance evaluation studies of
OpenFlow and SDN architecture. Besides, in order to have an
initial estimate of the performance and requirement of an SDN
deployment, is understandably essential for network architects
and designers. Although simulation studies and experimentation are among the widely used performance evaluation
techniques, analytical modeling has its own benefits. A closedform description of a networking architecture paves the way
for network designers to have a quick (and approximate)
estimate of the performance of their design, without the need
to spend considerable time for simulation studies or expensive
experimental setup.
In line with our recent research activities to experimentally
demonstrate different SDN schemes [6], [7], in this work
we utilize network calculus as a mathematical framework
to analytically model the behavior of an SDN switch and
its interaction with an SDN controller. To the best of our
knowledge, this is for the first time that a network calculusbased analytical model is investigated and presented to model
an SDN architecture.
After this introduction, related studies to evaluate the
performance of OpenFlow and SDN framework are compiled
in Section II. In particular recent studies, and shortcoming of
classic queuing theory for analytical modeling is discussed
in this section. Network calculus framework and detailed
description of our models is presented in III. This section
includes an overview on network calculus, definitions, system
model, and analysis of an SDN switch and the interaction of
switches with SDN controllers. The mathematical description
of queue length and delay bound of SDN switches along
with the buffer requirements of the SDN controller and SDN
switches in a deployment is presented in this section. Using
the results of some recent evaluations, we present the boundary
performance of packet delay in switches and buffer sizing of an
SDN controller in Section IV. Finally we draw our conclusions
and future research in Section V.
II.

R ELATED WORK

In spite of active research around SDN and OpenFlow
in particular, there are very few works to either address the

performance issue of the SDN and OpenFlow as one of
its early implementation or evaluation frameworks. As the
building blocks of the SDN and OpenFlow ecosystem, the
performance and analytic behavior of SDN controllers and
switches are very important for the entire network. Thus, it
is important to identify and properly evaluate the performance
metrics of SDN (or OpenFlow)-based deployment.
An architectural design to improve the lookup performance
of OpenFlow switching in Linux operating system and using
a standard commodity network interface card is investigated
in [8]. Authors in [8] reported a packet switching throughput
improvement up to 25% compared to the one based on a soft
OpenFlow switching. Hardware acceleration based on network
processors are applied in [9] to perform OpenFlow switching.
They report a 20% performance improvement in terms of
packet delay, compared to the conventional designs [9]. The
performance of the OpenFlow switch is measured for different
types of rules and packet sizes in [10]. However, the interaction of switch and controller is not considered in the mentioned work. Inherent performance bottlenecks with respect to
the CPU load in current OpenFlow switch implementations
were observed and reported in [11] and modifications to the
OpenFlow protocol is proposed. Authors in [12] investigated
the usability of OpenFlow in data centers. They discovered
that reactive setting of flow rules leads to an unacceptable
performance when only eight switches are handled by one
OpenFlow controller. An open framework (i.e., OFlops [13])
for performance analysis of OpenFlow switches exists, however on the controller side only a relatively simple benchmark
tool (i.e., Cbench [14]) exists. Cbench has become the standard
evaluation tool for controller performance, which we also used
in our previous work [6] to evaluate the performance of an
extended OpenFlow controller.
Possible performance improvement of OpenFlow controllers are highlighted in [15] using Cbench tool. Cbench is
a single-threaded tool and therefore multiple instances have
to be started to utilize multiple CPUs. It also only establishes
one controller connection for all emulated switches. Therefore,
little can be derived from the results in terms of controller
performance and behavior or estimation of different bounds.
For instance, aggregated statistics are gathered for all switches
but not for each individual switch. As a result, it is not
possible to identify whether all responses of the controller are
for a single switch and the others receive null, or whether
the capacity of the controller is shared among the switches.
A flexible OpenFlow controller benchmark tool is introduced
in [16]. It creates a set of message-generating virtual switches,
which can be configured independently from each other to
emulate a specific scenario and to maintain their own statistics.
SDN and OpenFlow initiate new challenges, as questions
of scalability and performance of SDN (and OpenFlow), have
not yet properly addressed. A basic analytic model based
on queuing theory for the forwarding speed and blocking
probability of current OpenFlow switches are proposed in [8].
However, the model does not capture the fact that incoming
traffic at the switch is first queued per line card. It is also
limited to a single switch per controller, where as an SDN
architecture allows the same controller to be contacted by a
number of different switches. The advantage of an analytical
model is that it can quickly provide performance indicators

and potential scalability bottlenecks for an OpenFlow switchcontroller system before detailed data is available. While
simulation can provide detailed insight into a certain configuration, the analytical model greatly simplifies a conceptual
deployment decision.
There are two important approaches towards analytical
performance evaluation of computer networks: queuing theory [17] and network calculus [18]. The classical queuing
theory generally concerns about the average quantities in
equilibrium at the steady state, and accuracy is its target in the
analysis. Therefore, obtaining a right set of tractable results
comes at the cost of having to restrict to Markovian (memoryless) traffic, which is not necessarily a realistic assumption
for Ethernet traffic [19]. In contrast to queuing theory, network calculus is concerned with worst case (upper bounds)
instead of average (equilibrium) behavior and therefore does
not deal with arrival and departure processes themselves but
with bounding processes called arrival and service curves. A
comprehensive overview and outlook of stochastic network
calculus can be found in [20]. By focusing on bounds, network
calculus compliments the classical queuing theory. To the best
of our knowledge, this is for the first time that a network
calculus-based analytical study is presented to model the behavior of SDN. Our analytical model provides a mathematical
framework of the system, which describe the SDN ecosystem
and its high-level performance, which is detailed in next
sections.
III.

A NALYTICAL M ODELING F RAMEWORK

There are two level of services in an SDN-based network
architecture: flow-level and packet-level. While for each SDN
switch (e.g., OpenFlow switch), packets are the basic serviced
units, for the SDN-controller, the flows corresponding to the
users’ applications are the serviced units. Considering both
packet-level and flow-level arrival processes in the network
implies unique arrival and service characteristics and requirements. Specifically, for the arrival process a flow-level arrival,
usually consists of multiple and possibly many packet-level
arrival processes.
In the classical queuing theory, normally only one level
of packets is considered in its arrival and service process
modeling. Besides, packet inter-arrival time and service times
generally do not follow the exponential distribution assumption
in an Ethernet network [19]. Furthermore, from a network
designer point of view, it is better to have an overview of
boundary conditions rather than average (equilibrium) state of
the network. All these have made performance evaluation of
SDN architecture challenging.
A. Network Calculus Background
Network calculus is a tool to analyse flow control problems in networks mainly from a lower bound (i.e., worst
case) perspective. In other words it is a framework to derive
deterministic guarantees on delay, queue lengths, throughput,
and similar performance metrics. It is mathematically based on
min-plus algebra, which could also be interpreted as a system
theory for deterministic and stochastic queuing systems. Most
of the network flows can be described using arrival curves,
represented with leaky bucket traffic envelopes and most of the

C. SDN Switch Model

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of cumulative arrival process A(t) with
average sustainable arrival rate of ρ and burstiness of σ; along with a stopped
sequence Aτ (t).

network elements provide some service to the flows, described
by its rate and slack term [21], [22].
The use of alternate algebra such as min-plus algebra and
max-plus algebra to transform complex network systems into
analytically tractable models is central to the network calculus
theory. Furthermore, in order to simplify the analysis, arrival
and service processes are characterized by some bounds and
the performance evaluations are based on such bounds.
B. Definitions
Network calculus uses traffic specification to model the
arrival and peak characteristics of a flow. A cumulative arrival
process A is a non-decreasing, integer valued function on the
non-negative integer Z+ such that A(0) = 0. A(t) denotes
the total number of packet arrivals in time slots 1, 2, ..., t.
The burstiness and the average sustainable rate of arrivals are
represented by σ and ρ respectively. The number of packet
arrivals at time t is denoted by a(t) and a(t) = A(t)−A(t−1).
The cumulative arrival process (A) is said to be (σ, ρ)-upper
constrained, which we denote it as A ∼ (σ, ρ), if (see Fig. 1):
A(t) − A(s) ≤ σ + ρ(t − s), 0 ≤ s ≤ t.

(1)

According to the multiplexing rule [18], if constrained flows
are merged, the output process is also constrained or:
∑
∑
∑
Ai ∼ (σi , ρi ) →
Ai ∼ (
σi ,
ρi )
(2)
For any increasing sequence A (i.e., cumulative arrival process), we define its “stopped sequence” at time τ (see Fig. 1),
denoted as Aτ , by:
{
A(t) if t ≤ τ,
τ
A (t) =
.
(3)
A(τ ) otherwise
According to (3) for the stopped sequence Aτ , if A is an arrival
process, then there are no further packet arrival after time τ .
We can simply show that a stopped sequence Aτ is (σ(τ ), ρ)upper constrained where
σ(τ ) = max max [A(t) − A(s) − ρ(t − s)].
0≤t≤τ 0≤s≤t

(4)

In order to prove equation (4), note that the sequence Aτ is
stopped at time τ , σ(τ ), which is the maximum number of
packet in the queue of a conserving link with a capacity of ρ
and input Aτ .

An SDN switch model is depicted in Fig. 2. This switch
is a network element with one input A, one flow table control
input C, and one output F such that F = C(A(t)), where
A(t) is the cumulative number of arrival by time t, C(n)
is the number of packet arrivals, which are flow controlled
(e.g., using “Flow Mod” operation) among the first n arrivals,
and F (t) is the cumulative packet departures by time t. In
other words, the cumulative number of packet output by time
t, is the cumulative number of packet arrival to the switch,
which are “flow controlled” by the SDN-Controller by time
t. For the case of OpenFlow, when the OpenFlow controller
caches an operation inside the flow table of the switch, the
consecutive packets, which match the flow table entry will not
be forwarded to the OpenFlow controller. The operation of
OpenFlow protocol, should be considered in the definition of
C(n) function. For an ideal SDN switch, if A ∼ (σ, ρ) is
upper constrained and C ∼ (δ, γ) is also upper constrained,
then F ∼ (γσ + δ, γρ) is also upper constrained. This lemma
can be easily proved as follows:
Proof:
F (t) − F (s) = C(A(t)) − C(A(s))
≤ δ + γ(A(t) − A(s))
≤ δ + γ(σ + ρ(t − s))
= δ + γσ + γρ(t − s)

We are assuming that the SDN switch is in fact a constant
server under arrival process A ∼ (σ, ρ), with a constant
service rate of µ (positive integer). We define a busy period
for an SDN switch, which starts at instance s in time and
ends at t if the queue length of the SDN switch at instances
of (s − 1) and t is empty, while the queue length of the
switch during the said period is not empty. In other words,
q(s − 1) = 0, a(s) > 0, q(r) > 0 for s ≤ r < t and q(t) = 0,
where q(t) is the length of the queue inside the SDN switch
at time slot t. According to this definition, the duration B of
the busy period is B = t − s time units.
D. Analysis of the SDN switch
In the first part of our analysis we will compute and present
the queue length and delay bound of SDN switch. Consider
the SDN switch model (Fig. 2) as a single server model
with a constant service rate (µ) and furthermore let A be
the cumulative packet arrival for this SDN switch. As defined
before, q(t) will be the length of the packet queue at time slot
t. Therefore, according to the definition of a(t), and the packet
forwarding rate of the SDN switch (i.e., µ), we have:
q(t + 1) = (q(t) + a(t + 1) − µ)+ with q(0) = 0.

(5)

The (exp)+ means that the expression is evaluated when it is
positive and is zero otherwise. By using induction on t we can
prove that we have
q(t) = max {A(t) − A(s) − µ(t − s)}.
0≤s≤t

(6)

As the first step of induction, we know that q(0) = 0, therefore:
q(1) = max(0, q(0) + a(1) − µ), which can be re-written as:

Fig. 2.

A model of an SDN switch with interface to SDN controller.

max0≤s≤1 (A(1) − A(s) − µ(1 − s)). Now suppose that (6)
holds for t, it follows
Proof:
q(t + 1) = max{0,
max {A(t) − A(s) − µ(t − s)} + a(t + 1) − µ}
0≤s≤t

= max{0,
max {A(t + 1) − A(s) − µ(t + 1 − s)}}

0≤s≤t

=

max {A(t + 1) − A(s) − µ(t + 1 − s)}.

0≤s≤t+1

If we suppose that the packet arrival process (i.e., A(t))
is (σ, ρ)-upper constrained, and if µ ≥ ρ, then equation (6)
implies that q(t) ≤ σ ∀t ≥ 0. This is an upper bound
independent of the service order. Using (6), we can compute
the upper bound of the queue length inside the SDN switch.
The output flow cumulative process of the SDN switch is:
F (t) = A(t) − q(t) = min {A(s) + µ(t − s)}∀t ≥ 0. (7)
0≤s≤t

Based on the definition of “busy period”, the SDN switch
should have µ departures at each of the B times {s, . . . , t−1}.
Also by definition we must have at least one packet in the
queue at time t − 1. Furthermore, at the time frame of
{s, . . . , t − 1} at least µB + 1 packets must arrive to sustain
the busy period of the SDN switch. Since A ∼ (σ, ρ), we have
at most σ +ρB packet arrivals during busy period B. This will
help us to come up with a closed formula to express the busy
period of the SDN switch using the constraints of the arrival
process and its service rate. In fact we have µB + 1 ≤ σ + ρB,
which can be simply re-written as (note that we present B in
integer format):
⌊
⌋
σ−1
B≤
.
(8)
µ−ρ
Finding the upper bound of the busy period, we can simply
express the delay bound of the packets, which are residing
inside the queue. We define that delay of a packet as the time
instance the packet departs the SDN switch minus the time
instance that it has arrived (and potentially forwarded to the
SDN controller). The delay of any packet is less than or equal
to the length of the busy period. Therefore, the upper bound
of the packet delay, independent of service discipline is equal
to the B, which is derived in (8).
E. Analysis of an SDN controller
The complete ecosystem of an SDN deployment includes
a number of SDN switches, which are centrally controlled by
an SDN controller. We have experimentally demonstrated the

Fig. 3.

A network model of SDN controller and SDN switches.

interaction of extended OpenFlow controller with packet and
optical networking equipment in our recent works [6], [7].
Here we present an analytical model, based on network calculus theory, which provides a closed form of upper bound
of queue length inside the SDN controller and SDN switches.
The interaction of an SDN controller (e.g., NOX) and SDN
switches are depicted in Fig. 3. Note that due to the multiplexing rule we can easily consider the packet input of other SDN
switches in addition to the SDN switch, which is depicted in
Fig. 2. The cumulative arrival process A2 represents the packet
inputs from other SDN enabled switches, which are controlled
by centralized controller. Similarly part of the flow control
commands, which leave the SDN controller is forwarded to
the SDN switch 1 (S1 ), and the rest is forwarded to other
SDN switches, which are deployed in the network and are
controlled by SDN controller. The output packet stream of
S1 (i.e., FS (t)) is divided to two parts. One is forwarded
to the SDN controller (i.e., S12 (FS (t))), which represent the
packet flows, for which the SDN switch has no flow-entry in
its flow table. The other, represents the packet flow, for which
an existing flow entry table is available in the flow table of the
switch. We are assuming that both cumulative arrival processes
(i.e., A1 , A2 ) are upper constrained and the service rate of
the queues in the SDN switch and controller are C1 and C2
respectively. The flow controlling functions S12 ∼ (δ12 , γ12 )
and S21 ∼ (δ21 , γ21 ) are upper constrained.
We are interested to find a closed form for the queue length
of the SDN switch and controller. Let Ã1 and Ã2 be the overall
arrival process of the SDN switch and SDN controller and
FC (t) , FS (t) be the respective output processes. We have
Ã1 (t) = A1 (t) + S21 (FC (t)),

(9)

Ã2 (t) = A2 (t) + S12 (FS (t)).

(10)

Furthermore, let FCτ and FSτ be the stopped sequence of
FC and FS at time τ . It follows that for “any” α1 , FSτ ∼
(σ1 (τ ), α1 ).
σ1 (τ ) = max max [FS (t) − FS (s) − α1 (t − s)].
0≤t≤τ 0≤s≤t

(11)

Similarly, for “any” α2 , FCτ ∼ (σ2 (τ ), α2 ).
σ2 (τ ) = max max [FC (t) − FC (s) − α2 (t − s)].
0≤t≤τ 0≤s≤t

(12)

1 +γ21 ρ2
Assuming that γ12 γ21 < 1, we have: α1 = ρ1−γ
and α2 =
12 γ21
ρ2 +γ12 ρ1
1−γ12 γ21 . Considering the SDN switch model and multiplexing
rule, we have:

FSτ ∼ (σ1 + γ21 σ2 (τ ) + δ21 , ρ1 + γ21 α2 ),

(13)

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Packet delay bound of Switch 1 vs. A ∼ (σ, ρ).

Since the value of α1 and α2 are known, we can claim that
FSτ ∼ (σ1 +γ21 σ2 (τ )+δ21 , α1 ) is upper constrained. It follows
that
σ1 (τ ) ≤ σ1 + γ21 σ2 (τ ) + δ21 .
(14)
Using similar argument, we can characterize FCτ as follows:
σ2 (τ ) ≤ σ2 + γ12 σ1 (τ ) + δ12 .

(15)

solving the above system of inequalities results in σ1 (τ ) ≤ σ˜1
and σ2 (τ ) ≤ σ˜2 , where
σ˜1 =

σ1 + γ21 σ2 + γ21 δ12 + δ21
,
1 − γ12 γ21

σ˜2 =

σ2 + γ12 σ1 + γ12 δ21 + δ12
.
1 − γ12 γ21

Note that we have just shown that these bounds are independent of τ . Therefore, FC and FS are both upper constrained
(i.e., FS ∼ (σ˜1 , α1 ) and FC ∼ (σ˜2 , α2 )). This in turn
implies that Ã1 and Ã2 are also upper constrained (i.e.,
Ã1 ∼ (σ1 +γ21 σ˜2 +δ21 , α1 ) and Ã2 ∼ (σ2 +γ12 σ˜1 +δ12 , α2 )).
If α1 ≤ C1 then the queue length of the buffer inside the SDN
switch (i.e., QS ) is bounded by σ1 + γ21 σ˜2 + δ21 . Similarly,
if α2 ≤ C2 , then the queue length of the buffer (i.e., QC )
inside the SDN controller is bounded by σ2 + γ12 σ˜1 + δ12 . To
summarize:
QS ≤ σ1 + γ21 σ˜2 + δ21 ,
(16)
QC ≤ σ2 + γ12 σ˜1 + δ12 .

(17)

It worth mentioning that our final results, which are the upper
bounds of the buffer sizes in the switch and controller are
independent of τ and mainly depend on upper bounds of
the arrival processes and those of the SDN switch and SDN
controller. Therefore, by characterizing the behavior of the
arrival processes and operating regime of the SDN controller
(through monitoring, or simulation studies), the upper bounds
and buffer requirements of the SDN controller and switches
can be easily computed.
IV.

E VALUATION R ESULTS

Using the mentioned analytical frameworks and presented
outcomes, we report the upper bound of packet processing
delay of two variations of OpenFlow switches and the upper
bound of SDN controller buffer. The former gives a worst
case estimation of packet processing delay of SDN switches,

Packet delay bound of Open vSwitch vs. A ∼ (σ, ρ).

in contrast to the steady state (i.e., equilibrium) evaluation of
classic queuing theory approaches. The latter is an interesting
result for buffer sizing and performance evaluation of SDN
controllers. In fact using the analytical results, the developers
can precisely estimate the buffer requirement of controllers,
given the specification of various arrival processes as described
in Section III-E.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 depict the upper bound of the packet
processing delay of two OpenFlow swithces, which are implemented in hardware and software respectively. We borrow the
specification of these two switches from [13]. The first switch
has an average packet processing performance of 0.286 million
packets per second (mpps) and the second one, which is a
software implementation (i.e., Open vSwitch) has an average
processing performance of 0.03 mpps [13]. As shown in these
results, the average sustainable arrival rate of the input packets
to the soft-switch, should be kept one order of magnitude less
than the same parameter of the hardware implementation (e.g.,
Switch 1 [13]) in order to achieve the similar performance in
terms of packet processing delay.
Fig. 6 is one of the potential upper bounds, which yields the
required buffer space in the SDN controller. Using the recent
reports [23], we selected Beacon OpenFlow controller with
an average performance of 1.75 million flow operations (e.g.,
Flow Mod) per seconds [23]. Assuming the average arrival
rate of 0.2 mpps for S1, 0.5 mpps as the aggregated arrival
of other switches (see Fig. 3), the buffer requirement of this
controller is shown in Fig. 6. We assumed that 1/100 of the
arrived packets will be forwarded to the controller (i.e., δ12 )
with a burstiness parameter (i.e., γ12 ) of 0.2 mpps. Given
these parameters, the required buffer size of SDN controller
amounts to 0.73 million packets in worst case scenario, which
is about 1.02 GB if we consider an average packet size of 1500
bytes. This result helps the designers provision the required
buffer space (i.e., buffer sizing) based on the operating regime
of the switch in terms of average sustainable arrival rate
and burstiness of the input traffic of the deployed OpenFlow
switches along with the traffic specification of feedback and
feed forward paths.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE R ESEARCH

In spite of benchmark tools (like OFlops and Cbench) and
some limited simulation models, there are very few research
activities to analytically evaluate the performance of an SDN

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
Fig. 6.

Upper bound of SDN controller buffer vs S21 (FC (t)).
[9]

deployment. In this work we exploited the capabilities of
network calculus framework to model the behavior of an SDN
switch and SDN controller. Focusing on bounds and worst case
scenario, network calculus compliments the classical queuing
theory. The latter concerns about the average quantities in
equilibrium at the steady state, while the former focuses on
boundary conditions. Our SDN switch model captured the
closed form of the packet delay and buffer length inside the
SDN switch according to the parameters of the cumulative
arrival process. Furthermore, an analytical model of the interaction between SDN switch(es) and SDN controller were
analysed. Given the parameters of the cumulative arriving processes and the flow control functionality of the SDN controller,
the network architect or designer is able to compute an upper
bound estimate of packet delay and buffer requirement of SDN
switches. Using the recent measurement, we demonstrated the
packet processing delay of two variants of OpenFlow switches
along with the buffer requirement of an OpenFlow controller
(i.e., Beacon). In addition to deterministic network calculus,
stochastic network calculus is another interesting branch of
network calculus, which can be also utilized for analytical
modeling of other aspect of SDN. Utilizing the deterministic
and stochastic network calculus models along with simulation
and monitoring studies to identify the envelop of arrival and
service curve of SDN deployments are among the list of our
future studies.
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